Community Health and Social Services Large Lever Shareholder Meeting
Round 2
December 5, 2018
Room 258, Lane County Public Health Building
1 PM – 3 PM

In Attendance: Susie Cousar, Lane Community College; Luiz Maggiori, Lane Community College; Brian
Johnson, Lane County; Susan Blaine, Peace Health; Kevin Holman, City of Eugene; Stephanie Jennings,
City of Eugene

Climate Action Plan 2.0 Project Team: Mark Nystrom, City of Eugene; Joshua Proudfoot, Good
Company

Welcome, Introductions
Mark Nystrom called the meeting to order and made opening remarks about the agenda and the
program overall.
Mark provided background information about the CAP2.0 Plan. Please see the PowerPoint Presentation
that is available on the CAP2.0 Webpage for more details on this project.
Then introductions were made.

Mitigation Analysis: Process, Results, and Questions
Josh Proudfoot, Good Company, presented the Mitigation Analysis Draft Results. To get more details on
these results, please see the following documents available on the CAP2.0 Webpage. It was later noted
that there was some “version control” and that an updated Mitigation Analysis Draft Report would be
available. The updated version is the one currently (November 2018) available on the webpage.
1. The LLS Round 2 PowerPoint Presentation
2. The Eugene Community Climate Action Plan 2.0 Draft Mitigation Results
It was asked whether fossil fuel is a subset of the consumption based Inventory and indeed it is both
part of the sector based and consumption based inventories.
A participant noted that there was a conversion factor in the memo that translated the amount of trees
necessary to mitigate the community’s fossil fuel use and asked if it is possible to convert from ghgs to
trees. Josh Proudfoot said it was.
There was also a discussion about net-zero future housing vs existing housing stock. None of the plans
that were analyzed said much about retrofitting older homes. It was noted that this is definitely an area
that needs attention.
It was also asked if the plans and strategies were run through a triple bottom line (TBL) analysis and the
City has committed to doing so.
Finally there was a statement about devoting more land for urban forestry.

Chapter Specific Data, Q&A
Josh provided an overview of the specific Community Health and Social Services HIPs and TBLs. Please
refer to the Community Health and Social Services PowerPoint for more information.
Mark asked the LLS members to review the LLS Actions and report any inaccuracies in the report.

Equity Panel and Public Outreach
Mark asked what kinds of questions LLS members would like to ask the Equity Panel and during the
City’s outreach.
Some of the comments and questions included:













Where do you seek refuge from smoke? Especially those who work outside.
The City should look to the Community Health Improvement Plan that was coordinated by Peace
Health. (Livehealthylane.org)
Ask the Equity Panel “What do you need to _____?” and “What are the barriers to _______?”
For example, “What do you need to ride the bus more? What are the barriers to ride the bus
more?”
Depression due to climate change is the top concern of mental health experts. How do we grow
the resilience of people who become aware of the challenge of climate change? How do you not
become depressed?
Where is the hope? How do you make yourself happy? Reduce work/consumption and spend
more time with family and friends was one suggestion.
Affordable food? Will food that is healthy be available?
Empower people to take action.
Ask the Equity Panel about the TBL document. What in it is about meeting basic needs?
How do people stay warm in the winter and cool in the summer? What is your refuge from
heat?
How do people feel about a vector control district?

Closing Thoughts
Mark asked for any closing thoughts or questions. Everyone agreed that the previous discussion was
excellent and that they had nothing more to say.

Meeting Adjourned

